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conainer.

Introduction

From the chairman

The foundation Bouwen
met Bouma’s (Building with
Bouma’s) has been erected
in 2005. Four brothers
Bouma (Durk, Willem,
Herman and Klaas) have
visited Zambia for the first
time in 2006, together with
Yt, Durk’s wife.

As you can read in the latest newsletter Peter Wezenberg
has stepped down as chairman of the foundation. As a
foundation we owe Peter a big thanks for his efforts in
recent years. In addition to the presidency, Peter has also
made a strong commitment to bringing in donations all
these years. Thanks Peter!

A fifth brother, Johannes
Bouma, was a missionary
for years in Zambia. He was
and is the big inspiration
source for the foundation.
He also brought us in
contact with people of the
local BmB-board that we
can rely on.
With physical and financial
support for small-scale
(building-)projects, the
foundation tries to make a
world of difference.

As a new chairman, I would like to introduce myself to you.
My name is Wytze Bouma, son of Willem and Mony from
Warns. Willem, together with his brothers and sisters, took
the initiative to start the foundation. I live with Engelien
and our youngest son in Balk. Our two other boys live in
Deventer and Apeldoorn. From the start of the foundation
I have felt very involved in the work in Zambia. In 2009 I
therefore went to Zambia for 6 weeks to help build a new
school for adult education. It was a very special experience.
Nowadays the local board in Zambia determines more and
more where money and energy is invested. I think that is a
good development. Locally you can see and feel much
better what the needs are. The emphasis in recent years
has shifted from building to facilitating construction.
As board of the foundation we are going to think about
the future to come. How can we, as Bouwen met Bouma's,
best contribute to a good future for the population in the
Kaoma region? As a new chairman, I would like to make an
effort to do that. Your support as a donor is indispensable
in this.

Wytze Bouma

At the photo:
Wytze in Zambia.
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Things are going to change

AVG privacy law

Last year Piet Mous and Antoon Haagen tried, over a
period of six weeks, to teach six Zambians the intricacies
of the carpentry profession. That worked perfectly well,
but it also screamed for a follow up.
In February the BmB board and I started brainstorming
on how we would be able to the continue. There is a craft
school in Kaoma, the Trade Center, but there are no carpentry lessons given for lack of course participants. Can
BmB enter into a partnership with the school so that they
can make a restart?
We continued to talk in July. The Trade Center shows
interest, provided: There must be at least ten students
who have to meet their requirements. Courses can be
given for three months, but also a two-year course to
become an all-round carpenter. What does the two-year
course cost? Converted into Euros, approximately
€ 240,= per person per year. This must continue. "Our six
students" are very motivated, so they are looking for four
more highly motivated pupils. This may also be girls /
women.
In September I returned to the Netherlands in good
spirit. The only question that remained was how much
time the school needs to make a new start. Months? Half
a year? Maybe even longer? No! On October 1st we were
informed that the course will start on January 14th 2019.
Hopefully this is the starting signal for an even broader
partnership between the Trade Center and Stichting
Bouwen met Bouma's.

As you have undoubtedly heard from the media, the
General Data Protection Regulation (AVG) came into
effect on 25 May. Because of this new privacy legislation,
we are not allowed to keep and use data from our
donors and newsletter readers without permission. As far
as our foundation is concerned, the basic principle is
openness and transparency in obtaining and storing
these data.
In our donor administration, all the donors have the name and residence details as well as the donated amount.
This data is only used by the treasurer for the financial
administration and by the donor administrator for the
distribution of our newsletter, once a year. In addition,
most people at our request have given their email
address to us so that we can receive our newsletter. This
information is stored in the email file of the newsletter.
All details of our donors and readers are not offered to
third parties and are only managed by the board of the
foundation. If we show people identifiable in the
newsletter, it is with the permission of the person or
persons depicted. Everyone has the right to get clarity
about how we use the data. Everyone also has the right
to have data disappeared, as a result of which you will no
longer receive the newsletters. In this way we can
optimally protect the privacy of our donors and readers.

Coordinator / photographer, Herman Bouma.
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Half a loaf…...

““I have told you this so
that my joy may be in you
and your joy may be
complete. This is my
commandment: love one
another as I love you”.
John, 15. 11-12.

The saying half a loaf is better than none is an
invitation to be content with what has been
achieved, even if one had desired to reach it
little higher. Truly, a content person is a happy
one and therefore a blessing to himself and to
those around him. Yet half a loaf gives no
reason to be complacent neither to discontinue desiring honestly for a worthwhile “more”
by examining further possibilities, and aspire
after that. With BmB a similar development
had gradually already appeared on the scene.
In its ten year jubilee newsletter the question
was posed whether BmB was entitled to be
grateful for the works being done. After a formative response to that question, a second
one was raised: “can it be stated that BmB has
completed its job after these ten years?”. That
question was responded to by a convincing
“no, surely not”. The following year at the
BmB Foundation meeting in a most pleasant
and relaxed atmosphere at Joure honest questions were raised and a number of proposals
brought forward in a search for above
mentioned “more”. These were mainly brought
to the fore by the workers in the field, namely
the builders who had gathered quite a bit of
experience in Zambia. The, at first sight
unfortunate mishap in failing to get as usually
four builders together for 2017, might prove
to become a positive change into the right
direction. The attention paid thus far to the

At the photo:
The beaming and
grateful faces of the
men that had most
diligently followed, and
with success passed
the carpentry course
tell their own story. ….
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skilled placing of blocks and bricks to build a
most usable construction for whatever
purpose, was drawn to another, equally
necessary, aspect of building operations,
namely carpentry. Two highly qualified
carpenters took in 2017 the place of the four
builders. The BmB newsletter of 2017/18
informed us that the two did not only work
successfully, but also with great joy and gratification. Moreover, on the photo the beaming
and grateful faces of the men that had most
diligently followed, and with success passed
the carpentry course tell their own story. And
this is not yet all. Through further deliberations and discussions this year between the
BmB boards in The Netherlands and Zambia
even wider doors might be opened through a
possible cooperation with the local technical
school at Kaoma. In realizing this latest dream
Bmb might well inhale refreshing new life
leading to an even greater assurance of her
fruit bearing continuation. BmB thus wishes to
maintain her deepest motivation behind her
activity from the onset, based on the challenging words of Jesus to approach one another
with respect and genuine works of love, that
they be a joyful reflection of the manner in
which he loves all of us.

p. Johannes Bouma cmm
Missionaris van Mariannhill , St. Paul, Arcen

Retrospect Herman Bouma

February 2018.

July 2018.

The mothershelter and the school for disabled people
requested BmB several times to build a wall around the
two buildings. For the mothershelter they also asked for
two latrines because many women from the bush have no
idea how to use a water closet. Building latrines feels like a
step back in time and is the wall really necessary? With
some reluctance, BmB has decided to grant these wishes
this year. Where exactly we will build the wall is not that
important (the terrain is owned by the hospital), much
more important is that there must be room for a gate wide
enough for the ambulance.
When we were finished with the positioning,
representatives of the Ministry of Education came with the
request to build the wall around the entire wasteland
because maybe ... in the future ….we may want to build
more classrooms there. Kind of vague.. We received a
negative response to the question whether the Ministry is
responsible for the additional costs. So the decision was
quickly made.

The wall and the latrines are done. I have to admit, the wall
is a big improvement. It is not a waste of money! Thanks to
the wall, no one can just enter the grounds. Fortunately,
this also goes for the pigs and goats. The children therefore immediately started with the construction of a
vegetable garden!
BmB has been fighting for years with the electricity
company about the connection to the mains, according to
them the wiring is no good and so they do not supply
power. We are now taking our losses, so that there will
finally be power in both buildings. Another tricky issue;
who will pay the electricity bill. A good solution has been
found for this: the power is delivered through the hospital
and they pay the bill.

Coordinator / photographer,
Herman Bouma.

At the backside we had a very different problem. The septic
tanks and the latrines must of course be located inside the
walls, but to make this possible we will have to build the
wall in the middle of the road. Fortunately, the road (a sand
path) is not constructed by the state, it has originated
spontaneously. Nobody objects….
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The board

The container

In February four new board
members joined the board in
Kaoma.
Akakulumbelwa Kufamyeke
Nalishuwa: teacher of geography
and history at the Secondary School.
Dorica Banda: works in the hospital
as an environmental science
technian
Francis Kalwizi: security guard at
G4S. He was very much involved in
the construction of the school in
Mwanasengo.
Monica Sishwaswha: unfortunately
Monica suddenly died in May.

This year will be the last year that BmB ships a
container with relief goods to Kaoma. You might
be wondering why the foundation is not
continuing the shipping of goods.

At the photo:
From left to right:
The new board members
Francis, Dorica and
Akakulumbelwa (Aka)

There are several reasons for this. Sending a
container is expensive, moreover, the rules to
import second hand clothing are becoming
increasingly strict. Besides that the group of
people who pack the clothes in specially designed
boxes is becoming smaller. It has been a difficult
decision to stop.
In Lusaka, CHAZ (Churches Health Association of
Zambia) is responsible for the paperwork. CHAZ
bought the container this year, which meant that
all goods had to be transferred from the container
to a truck. In Kaoma, all boxes were sorted and
placed in two containers from which they were
later distributed.
Everyone who has contributed to the success of
the relief goods over the years: Thank you very
much!

There was also a board change in
the Netherlands. Wytse Bouma has
terminated his work as a secretary
for our foundation after 5 years.
Wytse thank you very much for your
efforts.
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Meeting of Friends BmB

Letter of thanks Longe

This time the meeting is scheduled for Sunday
afternoon, October 6th, 2019 at 2 pm in the
parish hall of the St. Matthew Parish, Midstrjitte
110 in Joure.
By means of a powerpoint presentation the
board will give you an update of the activities of
the past year.
You will gain insight into the financial situation
and the plans for next year will be discussed.
We would also like to brainstorm with you, while
enjoying a drink, about the future of BmB.
Be sure to save the date.

Board BmB
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In Memoriam
The words of Jezus: “ Stay awake. For you do
not know on which day your Lord will come”.
(Mt. 24.42) are most familiar to any believer.
And yet, we are overwhelmed by unbelief,
whenever someone close to us dies at a most
unexpected moment.
This was exactly the very experience that overcame me, when I received through my brother
Herman the information that dear Mr. Limata
had died during the night.
I met Mr. Limata for the first time accidentally
a number of years ago whilst visiting my confreres at Kaoma. When I though later was
assigned parish priest at St. Martin de Porres
parish, I got to know him ever more as a
seriously committed member of the Catholic
Church. His cheerful character and convincing
attitude did radiate a sound authority which
was an inspiration to his family in the first
place, but no less to the parishioners, even
more so during his term of office as their
chairperson, and to his subjects as Chief at
Luampa.
One day Mr. Limata approached me very
gently on possible financial assistance from
The Netherlands for an enlargement and improvement of the parish church. On this I
reacted most cautiously to him, wanting to
avoid any speedy unfounded hope, thus
preventing the least disappointment on his
dream. Far too much was vague and uncertain
before anything more concrete could be said.
Within my heart however a glitter of hope and
even joy had appeared through my brothers
who had a few days earlier expressed the wish
to help the parish through a onetime worthy
building activity performed by them. One obstacle though I fore saw in achieving this marvelous idea. The finances to be secured from
prospective benefactors in The Netherlands

At the photo:
Mr. Limata signs the
transfer papers at the
opening of the school
in Kahumbu-Luampa.
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might not be that difficult, but these were
surely more inclined to support social projects
rather than church buildings.
The outcome of Mr. Limata’s initiative is well
known. The attention drew away from the
church building, though still financially, not
manually has been contributed by The Netherlands to the renovation of St. Martin the
Porres church. Consequently as priority was
opted for a community center, not restricted
to the parish, called Regina House, to provide
assistance, counseling and medication to the
sufferers of the frightening illness HIV and
Aids.
This first action by the Bouma brothers
developed amazingly enough into the BmB
Foundation which is since still active.
The Kaoma town and its people owe great
respect and heartfelt thanks to Mr. Limata who
from the onset has not only been a source of
continuous inspiration for the BmB activities,
but even more so put great interest, time and
physical energy into his committed leadership
as its chairperson.
Mr. Limata was above all a sound catholic,
literally by word of mouth and action. His
whole life style breathed his deep faith in God.
My heartfelt condolences are with dear Mrs.
Limata, her children and further bereaved
relatives and friends.
With great trust and confidence we all do
believe that the Lord has welcomed our
beloved deceased Martin with the words: “
well done, my good and faithful servant. Since
you were faithful in small matters, I will give
you great responsibilities. Come and share your
Master’s joy “. Mat. 25.23

Fr. John Bouma cmm
former parish priest at St. Martin The Porres
Parish, Kaoma

Finance
With this financial report, we try to provide you
with a comprehensive overview of the flow of
funds and an insight into the income and
expenses (expenditure) of the foundation over the
bookyear 2017-2018, which ended on August
31st, 2018. The total net receipts amounted this
year and has increased compared to last year.
Contributions through gifts and donations
increased also slightly compared to last year. The
revenues from special promotions and various
collections was also more than last year. This by a
great action that was held in Twello. A contribution has also been received this year for the
study fund that is intended to provide additional
training to qualified Zambians. We are very
grateful to all the people for all their donations,
large and small amounts, this year. Without this
support we would no longer be able to do this
work which is still so necessary. You are all of very
great value for the foundation Bouwen met
Bouma's. The annual expenses of the organization are more than € 2,000 less than last year,
partly because only one volunteer has been sent
to Zambia this year. The total amount of project
costs were spent on maintenance and improvement of the buildings that were built over the
years. A fence has been placed around the mother
house. The house is also equipped with electricity.
What is special is that the maintenance was all
done by local people. There is also another
container, until the last space filled with 365
packages, shipped from Rotterdam to Lusaka.
Many clothes, but also laptops, construction and
electricity equipment and glasses. The travel and
accommodation costs are significantly lower than
last year. The financial situation of the foundation
has been improved by this year's economical
spending. Less money has been spent than has
come in, so the reserves have grown.

Revenues
Gifts and donations
Collections and activities
Contribution study fund
Sale of promotional materials
Interest
Total revenues

€ 46.609
€ 16.900
€ 3.000
€
832
€
178
€ 67.519
=======

Expenses
Annual expenses
Promotion/organization
Administration costs
Banking costs
Total annual expenses

€
€
€
€

Project expenses
Container costs
Travel and accommodation costs
Expenses study fund
Building costs project
Total project expenses

€ 6.131
€ 2.414
€ 3.000
€ 36.394
€ 47.939

Total expenses

Cashflow
Balance September 1st 2017
Revenues 17/18
Expenses 17/18
Balance August 31st 2018

2.127
332
246
2.705

€ 50.644
=======

€ 30.038
€ 67.519
€ 50.644
€ 46.913
=======

Specification liquid assets August 31st 2018
Balance saving account
€ 31.489
Balance current account
€ 15.424
Total

At the end of the financial year, there is almost
€ 47,000 in balances, with we can continue with
confidence in the coming year.
We remain convinced that our efforts for the
people there are of great importance. Hopefully
we can continue to count on your generous
support for the future.

Board BmB
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€ 46.913
=======

Plans 2019
Bouwen met Bouma’s is
on Twitter. Follow us:

A promise is a promise, so next year we will
In Namasheshe there are major problems with
build three classrooms in Longe and that is, as the drinking water. All of these are big cost
you can see, no unnecessary luxury.
items. And this raises the question: should
BmB cover these costs? The buildings are
owned by the state. Unfortunately, the state
says that it has no money for this. And thus…..

@bouwenmetboumas
Bouwen met Bouma’s is
on Facebook also.

Like us:
Facebook.com/
bouwenmetboumas

Thanks to the efforts of BmB the Primary
School in Longe is being upgraded to
Secondary School and that makes everybody,
not only the teachers but the whole
community, incredibly proud.
This year we thoroughly inspected all projects
for overdue maintenance. Of course, minor
maintenance is always necessary, but in some
places water drainage needs to be improved.

Unfortunately, last year's request to sponsor
the construction of two houses has not been
honored, but it remains on our to-do list.
Good housing means a better chance for
better teachers and therefore better
education and the rental income generates
BmB-Kaoma income.
In order to realize these plans, we need your
support very much.

Of course there are many good causes but
there is only one Bouwen met Bouma's
They will be very grateful to you.

Board BmB
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At the photo’s :
Activities in 2018

Activities 2018
How we support BmB financially once a year.
Every year we make use of the “Charrity stalls”
that are free availiable by the entrepreneurs
of Twello on the 3-day market of the
Klompenfeest, which is a town festival every
year first weekend of September. We sell
second hands goods that we got from family,
neighbours, acquaintance, etc. This year we
had 2 stalls with beautiful items and we have
sold bigger things through the online second
hand store.

One afternoon, Mr Pietersen has joined us
with his pucey art. He makes hats and
scarves for Latvia. By the end of the day he
went home with clothing he bought from us
of € 85.- which he sends to Latvia. So one
helps the other. Yield: Market and online sales
and gifts: in total: € 1650.-.
Kind regards,
Antoon and Trees Haagen.

Some special donations
this year:
Family Rijpkema in Joure
50 years married!
A gift of € 700,-Also a nice gift of family
Van Peer in Woerden
because of their 50 year
wedding anniversary
Family Brandsma Roodhuis 61 years married, a
donation of € 1.600,-PKN Oudemirdum,
Nijemirdum, Sondel:
Reopening the church
“De Hoeksteen”, a
donation of € 954,--

It is impossible to thank everyone who has donated
money to BmB personally. The law on privacy makes
that very difficult and moreover donations often
come in by name only. Hereby we want to thank
everyone for their donation. For BmB, every donation
(not only large gifts but also small donations) is
important. If you donate an amount and you would
like a confirmation of receipt please let us know.
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This newsletter is made
possible by:

She also
wishes
all friends of
BmB
a merry
Christmas
and a
lovingly
2019!

De Boer
Financieel en Fiscaal
Bakhuizen
Echte Bakker Lenes
lenes.echtebakker.nl
Heerenveen
JR Techniek Harmelen
www.jrtechniek.nl
Giesbers Optiek Inclusief
Grave
www.giesbersoptiek.nl
Café De Ree Reahûs
Administratiekantoor
Westendorp Workum

Are you helping BmB to continue their mission? To make it easy for you, we present the opportunity to
issue an automatic permission. Complete the mandate form below and then send it to:
Stichting Bouwen met Bouma’s, B. Steegengastrjitte 11, 8561 GL BALK, The Netherlands.

J.O.N.G. architecten Lemmer
www.jongarchitecten.nl
Haarsma Foodimpuls
www.haarsma.nl
Heerenveen

Mandate Form
Name:
Address:
Postal code:
Country:
Collector_ID:
Characteristic: authorization:

Autobedrijf Witteveen
& Brouwer B.V.
Blauwhuis/Easterein

For which we are very
thankful!

S€PA
Stichting Bouwen met Bouma’s
Frederik Hendriklaan 26
8448 ME Heerenveen
Nederland
NL24 ZZZ 0111 0258 0000
(BmB filling in)

By signing this mandate form, you authorize Stichting Bouwen met Bouma's to send recurrent collection instructions to your bank to debit your account
monthly/quarterly/bi-annually/annually for the amount of € ________
as your gift and your bank to debit your account on a recurrent basis in accordance with the instructions from Stichting Bouwen met Bouma's.
If you do not agree with the debit you can arrange for its refund. Please contact your bank within
eight weeks from the date on which your account was debited. Ask your bank for the conditions.

Photography:
Herman Bouma
FOUNDATION
BOUWEN MET BOUMA’S
STICHTING
BOUWEN MET BOUMA’S
Secretary:
p/a Marjanne Schaper
Benjamin Steegengastrjitte 11
8561GL BALK
+31 6 26 39 83 52
info@bouwenmetboumas.nl
www.bouwenmetboumas.nl

Name:

_________________________________________________

Address:

_________________________________________________

Postal code:

_____________

Country:

_____________ E-mail: _________________________________________________________

City: __________________________

Bank account [IBAN]:

__________________________________________

Bank Identification [BIC]:

__________________________________________

Date:
Signature:

__________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________

IBAN:
NL34 RABO 0114 020 906
K.v.K.: 011 102 58
ANBI-nr: 815 014 934
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